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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Tom Frampton is an audio engineer with one driving goal; to help music producers get the best 
possible results.  

The past few years have been a whirlwind for Tom. Mixing and mastering songs for thousands of 
clients, his plugins used by tens of thousands and his blog read by hundreds of thousands. Every 
day presenting a new challenge, and a unique opportunity to learn.  

Hearing the music-related struggles expressed by his clients and readers has positioned Tom 
perfectly to uncover unique techniques and workflows to help them create better-sounding mixes.   

One of the most consistently voiced frustrations Tom hears about music production is being 
unable to create songs that are comparable to chart-topping hits. Learning this prompted him to 
attempt to solve that struggle.  

When Tom first began decoding successful mixes, he was stunned at the concrete benefits it gave 
him in the studio. Evidence of this is in the ever-increasing 5 star reviews his thriving mastering 
service has. You can read some of the 300+ reviews here. 

Tom wrote this eBook to compile all of his most valuable research to help music producers follow 
in the footsteps of successful artists. It will also help them discover ways to execute their sonic 
goals more effectively. 
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HOW WILL THIS BOOK HELP ME? 

Unable to create songs that are comparable to chart-topping hits? 

Not knowing how to make music that sounds as good as commercially successful tracks can 
be frustrating and demotivating. 

What gives world-class producers their competitive advantage? It’s not magic or secret sauce. 
Every ‘trick' has a simple explanation.  

This eBook dissects and explains the production approaches that give hits their chart-topping 
sound.  

After reading this eBook, you’ll have an extensive bank of ideas and techniques inspired by pros 
that will undoubtedly help you improve your productions. 

“Can’t I just copy reference tracks?”… I hear you ask. 

Reference tracks are imperative to crafting great-sounding mixes. But, before you can make real 
and objective improvements to your music, you need to train your ears and brain to dissect what 
makes a song great. 

Merely listening to music is not enough; you have to understand what’s happening at the 
core of a song to propel your growth and ability as a music producer. 

Trying to short-cut this step will inevitably lead to you wasting your time making pointless changes 
in search of a better sound.  

What I learned through the process of creating this eBook gave me immediate and tangible 
results in the studio.  

Years invested in carefully studying how pros make hits has been the fundamental reason my 
abilities have progressed so quickly. It’s allowed me to discern what’s missing from a song and 
what steps are needed to take it to the next level. 

Finding time to uncover what made a single track successful in such depth is impossible for 
most, let alone forty songs. But, the benefits are real. So, I feel it’s my moral obligation to 
encourage you to spend just a few hours of your valuable time digesting this eBook.  

Music surrounds us. It’s everywhere. Your music has the potential to connect with millions of 
people. Don’t produce another second of music without first learning how these pros did it to 
give yourself the best chance of success.  
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Uptown Funk - Mark Ronson ft. Bruno Mars 

Not many songs can boast 14 consecutive weeks at number one in the US, as well as being 
certified diamond (selling at least 10 million copies). Uptown Funk won two Grammy Awards, 
including Record of the Year, and the Brit Award for British Single of the Year. It also has over 3.6 
billion views on YouTube as of Aug 2019, making it the fourth most-viewed YouTube video of all 
time.  

What helped this production connect with so many people? Can we define elements of the artistic 
brilliance and inject them into our own work? Let’s decode this mix! 

Getting A ‘Live’ Feeling  

Ronson isn’t a ‘fix it in the mix’ guy. When he’s recording audio, he’s trying to capture the best 
possible take and focusing on mic placement for tone. For example, he’s been known to use just 
one mic when recording drums (he did this when working with Amy Winehouse and Dap-Kings). 
This approach gives a limited amount of post-production control, so the recording has to be as 
perfect as possible. Some may see this as a limitation, but Ronson feels this helps in two ways. 
Firstly, it gives the performer much more ‘intention’ and forces them to be more exact with their 
delivery. Secondly, it helps move the project forward as he has to commit to the sounds.  

With this approach, there’s less scope for quantization and more ‘feel’ is injected into the music. 
Try shooting for great raw performances in your productions rather than relying on fixing things in 
post-production. 
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The Mark Ronson ‘Tough Compression’ sound 

When speaking in an interview, Ronson said: 

“The one plugin I use the most is probably the Waves CLA-3A compressor. That was something I 
picked up from [producer] Jeff Bhasker when we were working on “Uptown Funk.” You throw it on 
a vocal or a bass track, and it makes everything a little tougher and also makes the mix just a little 
more centred.” 

Why does the CLA-3A add a ‘tough sound’? Because it introduces an emulated analog ‘Total 
Harmonic Distortion’ (THD) which changes signal shape and content by adding odd and even 
harmonics of the fundamental frequencies. So as you start to introduce the peak reduction and 
gain using the compressor, you begin to introduce distortion, which gives the unique character to 
the sound. If you’re looking for more grit and style for a channel in your production, an LA-3A 
emulation could be an excellent choice of compressor.  

Structure 

Uptown Funk is a great example of a successful track that broke a few ‘conventional’ rules. For 
example, the chorus drops after more than 1 minute into the track, and the entire length is around 
4 mins 30 seconds. With most pop songs dropping the chorus in the first 45 seconds and lasting 
about 3 minutes this is undoubtedly an anomaly.  

Let’s look at the structure and figure out how Ronson kept the listener engaged for the duration of 
the track. 
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Intro: starts simple, allowing space to build. At bar 5, the funky guitar comes in and sets the vibe. 

Verse One: begins very sparse, just drums and vocals easily hooks in the listener. After 8 bars bass 
and synth/guitar ad-libs enter adding more interest. 

Pre One: drops down again to drums and vocals. Rising FX lets the audience know something is 
coming. 

Chorus One: has sustained synth, which gives a very thick texture. A dramatic difference from 
Verse. 

Verse Two: Sparse again. Push and pull of instrumentation engages the listener. Instrumentation 
grows in the second half to keep it novel. 

Pre Two: drops down again to drums and vocals 

Chorus Two: Identical to Chorus One. 

Bridge: Sparse and building. New funky guitar not heard elsewhere in the track. 

Chorus Three: Double Chorus. First identical to Chorus One & Two. Second has offbeat ride 
cymbal, which changed the groove and keeps the listener engaged.  

The main ingredient of the structure and instrumentation here is that every 8 bars something gets 
added or taken away from the arrangement. This keeps feeding the listeners desire for novelty 
and change. There’s never a moment where you feel sick of listening to the same passage or loop.   

Listen to your songs subjectively as a fan would. Try to ascertain if there are moments where you 
could introduce new sounds or drop a channel or two to add more interest to your arrangement.  
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Stereo Spread 

Uptown Funk has incredible clarity while not being overly bright. When we break down the 
instrumentation during the chorus and show what frequencies are heard, we can understand why. 

We can see that there isn’t a lot of energy happening around the 150Hz-450Hz area. The kick and 
bass occupy the center of the mix in this range, and the spoken ‘Doh’ bass is pushed wide, so the 
frequencies aren’t conflicting. Notice also that the kick has a minimal amount of stereo width, 
whereas the bass is entirely mono. This allows for a super powerful and precise low end with a lot 
of punch and groove.  

There are also no instruments outputting much energy into the very high-frequencies (20kHz and 
above). The big synth and the brass start to roll off around 15kHz. It gives the mix a very warm feel 
and also hints to the sound of the funk influences of the track (Earth Wind & Fire, The Gap Band, 
Sugarhill Gang, Zapp etc.) 
There are several channels around 500Hz to 5kHz, but the stereo separation is clear. The vocals 
are most central, the brass is a little wider, the big synth is a little wider still and the extra vocal ad-
libs are super wide.  
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The success of the stereo placement is how the engineer positioned the conflicting frequencies to 
maximize separation along with keeping the low-end free for the kick and bass to rule. 

Technical details  

When talking about ‘What is a mastering engineer?’ Bob Katz (legendary mastering engineer) 
says: 

“The mastering engineer must have a musical as well as technical background, good ears, great 
equipment, and technical knowledge… He must understand what will happen to the recording 
when it hits the radio, the car, the internet, or the home stereo system." Source. 

With that in mind, it’s important for us to take a look at the technical details (using EXPOSE). Let’s 
see how the mastering engineer (Tom Coyne: Senior mastering engineer at Sterling Sound) 
approached the track.  

The CD master is super punchy and dynamic. It wasn’t over-compressed or over-limited to get the 
track competing with the loudest tracks in the charts. This means the transients have retained their 
natural shape, which lets the track breath. It has a true peak of -0.32dBTP (decibels true peak) 
meaning that it won’t clip when played back through earbuds or speakers, which gives an 
elevated listening experience. It also minimizes clipping that can occur when the Wav file is 
transcoded to lossy formats for digital delivery through Spotify and iTunes etc.  
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What Did We Learn: 
  
• Limiting ourselves during recording can help force us to commit to sounds and get the best 

possible takes. 
• Analog emulation compression plugins can introduce great-sounding harmonic distortion that 

gives character and grit to the sound. 
• Switching up the instrumentation every 8 bars can help keep the listener engaged. 
• Keeping the low-end free for the kick and the bass helps achieve a solid mix. When 

instruments fight for the same frequencies in a mix, use stereo width to increase separation 
and clarity. 

• You can make a hit record without trying to make it as loud as possible.  
• Aiming for a true peak below 0dBTP enhances the listening experience.  
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In Da Club - 50 Cent 

Written and produced by 50 Cent, Dr. Dre, and Mike Elizondo, In Da Club is a timeless floor filler 
that was also an instant success. It peaked at number 1 for 9 weeks on the Billboard Hot 100 and 
remained on the chart for 30 weeks. In March 2003, it broke a Billboard record as the “most-
listened-to" song in radio history within a week. Billboard also ranked it as the number 1 song for 
2003. In 2009, the song was listed at number 24 on Billboard's Hot 100 Songs of the Decade, 
and it was listed at number 13 in Rolling Stone's "Best Songs of the Decade.”Let’s look at the 
genius approach taken to create this smash hit that will go down as one of the most legendary 
hip-hop records of all time.  

How Does This Song Stay Relevant Decades After Release? 

In Da Club is the only ‘birthday song’ that’s gained any traction since Stevie Wonders ‘Happy 
Birthday’ (excluding the original of course). In an interview, 50 Cent said that he purposefully 
made the song about being in the club and celebrating a birthday to help it stay relevant forever, 
as every day a person is having a birthday in a club. Copying this approach would be pretty futile; 
however, sharing a similar mindset and concocting ways to make timelessly relevant records can 
help improve the longevity of your art. 

Structure 

Catchy intros send crowds wild. In Da Club is one of the best examples of that. To this day if you 
hear In Da Club drop in a bar, club or festival, people will start screaming and singing along 
immediately. 50 Cent jumps right into the chorus after the intro presenting the hook of the song 
after the first few bars. This helps establish the listener’s connection with the song, and they’re 
more likely to engage with it rather than ignoring or skipping it.  

The beat is almost like a single loop from start to finish with a few arrangement and instrument 
changes peppered in. The lack of a first verse makes the bridge feel like it enters quite early in the 
track, which also helps break up any monotony in the production. 
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Stereo Spread 

This track was produced and mixed by Dr. Dre, but we can see here that he took a different 
approach to his mix of ‘Still Dre.’ This is a much wider arrangement of the different channels and 
even has a considerable amount of bass width.  

The synth and string stabs are mixed so cohesively that they almost sound like a single channel. 
When you’re laying sounds, you’ll know you’ve nailed the mix when the layers appear to be one 
single sound source.  

The mono guitar 16th notes don’t occupy a broad range of frequencies but also don’t compete 
with the other instrumental elements. It slot’s into the mix in a complementary way, adding both 
body and groove to the mix. 

Dre is brilliant at creating a clear vibe with the beats and music he produces. This beat has a very 
fresh and credible energy that resembles the image that 50 Cent was trying to portray. The mix is 
on the darker side, with the hi-hats not being much brighter than the strings. There’s very little 
high-end presence above 15kHz which contributes to this dark, gritty and edgy vibe. If you 
compare 50 Cents vocals to the vocals in SICKO MODE, you hear a dramatic difference in 
brightness. When you’re going for a darker sound, all the channels in the mix have to reflect that. 
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The wide vocals elevate the lyrical experience. You feel like you’re being spoken to from every 
angle and it’s a very immersive sensation.   

To do this in your own productions, you can double track audio, and pan one left and one right by 
an equal amount. The most effective way to do this is to record two separate takes of audio, (or if 
it’s a synth you can slightly alter the patch). If neither of those options is possible, you can use EQ 
and effects to create a difference between the two channels. You could also use separate delays 
and reverbs on each channel to give each their own sense of time and space. Note: If you simply 
duplicate the channel and add no effects or alterations, then the audio will sound like it’s coming 
from the phantom center (not wide). 

"  
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Low-Frequency Analysis 

Using LEVELS, I can filter the low frequencies in this track and see how they’re positioned in the 
stereo field. Below we can see that there is a lot of stereo information below 239Hz showing up in 
red in the vectorscope. A touch of stereo width in the bass can be ok, but when it starts creeping 
out into the red zone, the audio is more susceptible to phase cancellation when played back in 
mono. In small doses, it might not destroy the mix, but if the low frequencies get too wide, then 
you might have a disappointing moment when you hear your music sounding thin on a club 
sound system.  

What Did We Learn? 

• Concocting ways to make timelessly relevant records can help improve the longevity of your 
art. 

• Catchy intros send crowds wild. 
• Getting to the chorus quickly can help engage your listener, reducing the risk that they ignore 

or skip your song. 
• You’ll know you’ve nailed the mix when the layered channels appear to be one single sound 

source. 
• When you’re going for a darker sound, all the channels in the mix have to reflect that. 
• Wide vocals elevate the lyrical experience. You feel like you’re being spoken to from every 

angle and it’s a very immersive sensation. 
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One Kiss - Calvin Harris ft. Dua Lipa  

Calvin Harris has been releasing smash hits since 2007. It’s been reported that his DJ sets fetch 
him over $400k, making him the highest-earning DJ’s on the planet. Harris is an incredibly well-
rounded musician. He writes, produces and mixes his records as well as singing and playing many 
instruments. In this chapter, I’ll take a close look at his chart-topping song ‘One Kiss’ to see what 
we can learn from his approach to making music. We can then use these techniques to help guide 
our decisions to get great results in the studio. 
  
Structure & Arrangement 
  
‘One Kiss’ has a reasonably relentless chord progression and driving energy throughout the track, 
as is typical with house influenced music. Many of the parts are repetitive from one section to the 
next. The tension is added using filtering, such as a low pass filter on the strings and piano 
building up to the final chorus. 
  
The repetitive nature of the composition allows for a fairly complicated and fast-moving structure 
introducing new musical ideas every 8 bars. Notice how the main synth plays the first verse 
chords, and the piano plays the second verse chords. This reasonably unconventional 
approach adds an exciting change of timbre while helping verse 2 flow effortlessly from the drop.  
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One Kiss can be broken down into just 10 main parts. When we’re producing and mixing, often it’s 
better to use fewer sounds rather than stuffing the mix with a load of layers. Too many layers can 
make a mix sound congested and ends up confusing the listener. 
  
Tonal Balance & Punch Analysis 
  
I’ve compared the drop of ‘One Kiss’ to the drop of 3 other tracks in the same genre of 
‘Commercial House’ to see how the tonal balance and punch compares. 
  
Track 1: Cola - Camelphat (House) 
  
Cola is a more typical house track where ‘One Kiss’ crosses over into Pop-House. The Trinity 
Display in REFERENCE tells us: 
  
• ‘One Kiss’ has 1.4dB less perceived loudness in the low frequencies and has the same punch 

in that range as ‘Cola.’ 
• From 200Hz to 2Khz One Kiss has more perceived loudness. This extra presence could be 

because ‘Cola’ is destined for club play and ‘One Kiss’ is both for club play and radio/
streaming play. 

• The high frequencies are slightly more prominent in the mix of ‘One Kiss.’ 
• From the low mids to the high frequencies, ‘One Kiss’ is slightly less punchy. 
  

Track 2: Lullaby - Sigala ft. Paloma Faith (Pop-House) 
  
Sigala’s Lullaby has had less commercial success than ‘One Kiss’ despite both artists having plenty 
of number ones in the past. 
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• The low frequencies in ‘One Kiss’ are more prominent than in Lullaby. Sigala’s tracks are always 
extremely loud (reading 5.3LUFS during the chorus here) To get a track this loud you often 
have to reduce the low frequencies. 

• We can see in the middle band that ‘One Kiss’ measures -4.1SW. This shows that the stereo 
width of ‘One Kiss’ is much less wide than ‘Lullaby.’ It’s much less wide across the whole 
frequency spectrum. 

• The high end of both tracks is almost identical, with a difference of 0.1dB in perceived 
loudness. If you want a track with great clarity that isn’t too harsh, try both Lullaby and One 
Kiss as reference tracks. 

  

  
Track 3: Solo - Clean Bandit (Pop) 
  
Clean Bandit is more on the pop side of the genre spectrum. This comparison is interesting as 
even when I zoom into the mix, adding 6 bands in REFERENCE, the tonal balance is remarkably 
similar. The main difference is that ‘One Kiss’ is punchier in the mids. This is the more prominent 
kick poking through the mix of ‘One Kiss.’ 
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Separation In The Mix 
  
Harris has gone for a robust and centrally focussed mix for most of the elements in his mix. The 
intermittent introduction of wide strings, piano, and brass open up the stereo spectrum to the 
listener. 
  
Although Harris is known for his records getting a lot of radio play, they also get a lot of club play. 
Most clubs play audio in mono through their sound systems, so it’s crucial for club mixes to 
translate very well when summed to mono. This could be why Harris went for a centrally focussed 
mix for the majority fo the song. 
  

The infographic shows some overlapping frequencies, such as the main synth and the vocals. 
Harris has minimized the conflict between these parts by adding more stereo width to the main 
synth ducking it out of the way of the mono vocal. You can hear it momentarily gets a few dB 
(decibels) quieter when the vocal comes in. This helps keep the vocal as the focus point. My 
preferred way of doing this is using a multi-band compressor and ducking the specific frequencies 
to reduce masking. An interesting way to do this could be to duck the frequencies just in the mid-
channel and leave the stereo channels untouched. Below are instructions on how to set that up 
using a multi-band compressor. 
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Low Frequencies Analysis 
  
LEVELS shows that there is a little stereo width below 300Hz. Enough to create some separation 
between the kick and the bass, but not so much that phase cancelation occurs when the track is 
summed to mono. Keeping your low end in the green like ‘One Kiss’ will help your track sound 
solid both on radio and in a club. 
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Verse vs. Drop Width 
  
As we saw in the mix separation infographic, Harris has gone for a very central mix. However, 
during the drop, he introduces the piano and brass positioned wider in the mix. This adds a lift to 
the drop and differentiates the sections. 

  
  
Technical Analysis 
  
YouTube 
  
With over 40 million views in the first few weeks, it was essential to make sure the YouTube release 
sounded as good as possible. From the screen grab below I can see that YouTube turned down 
the original file by 0.7dB to match it’s streaming target of roughly -13 LUFS (Loudness units full 
scale). This leads me to believe the original uploaded file was around -11.5 LUFS int and peaking 
at around -0.9dBTP. 
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Compared to a lot of other tracks submitted to YouTube, this isn’t a substantial reduction at all. 
For example, ‘Lullaby - Sigala’ was reduced by 4.9dB. This leads me to believe that Harris and his 
team decided to submit ‘YouTube optimized’ audio with the music video. 
  
As a result, the dynamic range is 2.7DR more punchy than the promo release for DJ’s to play in 
clubs. 

  

  
Spotify 
  
The results here are a little disappointing. EXPOSE reveals that Spotify had to turn the track down 
by roughly 5dB to normalize the track to it’s streaming target of around -14 LUFS int. That 5dB of 
headroom could have been used to introduce more punch into the record as they did for the 
YouTube version. 
  

 

  
DJ City 
  
DJ city provides audio to DJs for promotional club play, so it’s an appropriate delivery method to 
measure for this club track. This version is blisteringly loud, hitting a maximum of -5.1 short-term 
LUFS. Considering audible distortion can start to creep into a mix at -9 short-term LUFS. This 
version is also peaking at +1.88dBTP (decibels true peak). This might be passable on a club sound 
system with an excellent digital to analog converter but sounds quite crackly through my laptop 
speakers.  
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What Did We Learn: 
  
• The tonal balance of all 4 tracks used in the comparison were remarkably similar. We can use 

these as reference tracks when we want to be sure our songs have a great tonal balance for 
commercial release.  

• Mixing the chorus wider than the verse adds impact and contrast. 
• We can still get a huge sounding mix with just 10 elements. 
• Optimizing the audio for Youtube can make our tracks punchier. 
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The Pretender - Foo Fighters 

American rock Gods Foo Fighters are essential listening in any music producers education. A lot 
can be learned from any band with 12 Grammy Awards, 5 Brit Awards, 5 Kerrang! Awards, 5 NME 
Awards, 2 MTV Music Awards and over 12 million album sales as of 2015. 

The Pretender is known to be one of the defining tracks of The Foo Fighters career as well as 
being one of the most successful alternative rock songs in the history of American music. With 
three Grammy nominations and a record 18 weeks topping the Modern Rock Tracks chart, we can 
safely say that Foo Fighters hit a home run with The Pretender. Let’s put this track under the 
microscope and see what pearls of wisdom we find. 

Getting All The Guitars To Work 

Mix engineer for The Pretender, Rich Costey, stated that one of the biggest challenges in this mix 
was getting all the guitar parts to work together. In many circumstances, ' less is more,' but The 
Pretender has an avalanche of guitar countermelodies entering the mix at various points. This is 
particularly challenging as the distorted guitars all tend to be in a consistent frequency range, so 
defining a space for everything took some determination.  

1. The first stage in getting the guitars to work is to make sure the guitars have slightly different 
tones. Dave Grohl’s guitar tone is slightly more distorted and has a touch more weight in the 
low-end in comparisons with Chris Shiflett’s.  

2. Mixer Rich Costey also applied a different EQ to each guitar to help improve the separation.  
3. Costey automated gain boosts to the channels when there were melodies that needed to be 

featured. 
4. He panned the rhythm guitars hard left and right and the melodic guitars slightly inside them. 
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Costey used two Urei 1176 compressors on Grohl’s guitar channels, to pump the sound up and 
give them a more aggressive vibe while barely compressing. He used the Gates Sta-Level 
compressor on the clean guitar during the intro, with quite a lot of compression and a very slow 
recovery, plus a 33609 with a very short recovery time on Chris' rhythm guitars. He EQed the 
octave guitars in the final chorus with an API 550a in addition to his console EQ to help them cut 
through the plethora of other guitar channels already in the mix at that point. Costey tends not to 
compress distorted guitars very much as he feels it can make the tone of a record overcooked, 
though he’s ready to break his own rules when if the song calls for it. 

EQ Cut Or Gain Attenuation? 

Knowing the correct approach to fix an issue that you uncover in a mix comes with experience and 
discernment. Let’s say you feel the mix is congested around 300Hz and you determine that the 
guitar channels are causing the congestion. Now you’re faced with the decision: ‘Should I cut the 
guitars around 300Hz, or should I lower the guitars gain to reduce the congestion’? 

For this record, the approach was to maintain the thickness of the guitar sounds and attenuate the 
volume. Costey approaches mixing as if he’s conducting an orchestra where filtering the 
woodwinds to reduce an oboe sticking out is simply not possible. He believes the oboe player 
should play more softly so the rest of the reeds can be heard. This interesting approach conserves 
the body of the audio and in this record, lead to an incredibly rich sound.  

How To Create The Dave Grohl Signature Vocal Sound 

Regardless of what genres you work in, knowing how to create the famous Dave Grohl vocal 
sound is a great trick to have up your sleeve when working with vocals in the studio. It’s a simple 
trick that’s easy to work into your own productions.  
The fundamental core of getting the Dave Grohl vocal sound is by recording two lead vocal takes 
and layering them on top of each other. The key here is that the vocal takes should be as similar 
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as humanly possible in pitch, tone, delivery, and rhythm. Why not simply record once and double 
it? The minor human imperfections and slight differences in the performances are crucial in 
getting that Dave Grohl doubled sound. Duplicating a single take would simply not give the 
depth of two separate takes. If needed, some rhythmic corrections in post-production can help 
glue the takes together, but too much autotune can reduce the potency of this technique. You 
might also choose to pan one take to the left slightly, and one take to the right to increase 
intelligibility.  
 

The tools used on the vocal chain for The Pretender: Mercury EQH, UA 175, Roger Mayer RM58, 
Waves DeEsser, Digidesign Reel Tape Saturation, Sound Toys Echoboy, Pultec EQP1A, SPL De-
esser, Neve Portico 5042 
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Stereo Separation 

As we can see from the image below, the guitars dominate the stereo field in The Pretender. 
They’re rich in the low-mids and go as deep as 100Hz giving the classic thick Foo Fighters guitar 
sound. The distortion increases the high-frequency reach to around 10kHz, though the rhythm 
guitars don’t go quite as high as the lead. 

That doubled lead vocal sits firmly in the center of the mix (though during the intro it’s panned far 
left and right, which is an interesting touch). With the guitars panned wide, there’s no contention 
between the parts. We’ve also established that Costey rides the faders to make sure the 
important parts shine when they need to, so any lower vocal notes will have volume automation 
to make them comprehensible. The BV’s are paned super wide and are, of course, separate takes 
to give the listener a super-wide listening experience. 

The kick has a touch more width than the bass, which reduces the friction between the two 
channels fighting for the limited amount of low-end real estate. Rock mixes are generally bass-
light compared to electronic or pop mixes, so the kick can sometimes feel a little lost. This is why 
boosting the click of the kick (usually around 1-2kHz) helps bring out the transient and solidifies 
the groove. In The Pretender, the click of the kick is mono and overlaps with the vocal. However, 
the transient character means it doesn't fight with the vocal for its place in the mix.  
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Technical Details 

The Pretender is undeniably a very dramatic song. The quiet intro followed by the exciting first 
verse, into a massive chorus, then later in the song the almost silent middle 8 into an explosive 
final chorus. It’s a rollercoaster journey of dynamics and emotion. From a technical perspective, 
this rollercoaster is quantifiable using loudness range. The loudness range of 20.1LU is off the 
scale in terms of typical productions, showing that they’ve pushed the boundaries of what it 
means to have an explosive chorus from a quieter verse.  

Exploring different volumes for the different sections of your track helps take your listener for a 
ride. It creates tension and release, which helps preserve their attention. There is no wrong or 
right figure for loudness range, and many hip-hop tracks have a very static loudness range, but if 
you want to get the same impact and dynamic journey as The Pretender, shoot for something 
near 20 LU. 

What Did We Learn? 

• To get a large number of guitar channels working in a mix, make sure they have different 
tones, different EQs, different automation, and different panning. 

• Be conscious as to whether an EQ cut or a gain attenuation is the best course of action. 
• The fundamental core of getting the Dave Grohl vocal sound is by recording two lead vocal 

takes and layering them on top of each other. The key here is that the vocal takes should be as 
similar as humanly possible in pitch, tone, delivery, and rhythm. 

• Rock mixes are generally bass-light compared to electronic or pop mixes, so the kick can 
sometimes feel a little lost. This is why boosting the click of the kick (usually around 1-2kHz) 
helps bring out the transient and solidifies the groove. 

• If you want to get the same impact and dynamic journey as The Pretender, shoot for 
something near 20 LU. 
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Thriller - Michael Jackson 
 
Not much introduction is needed for the title track of Michael Jackson’s sixth studio album Thriller. 
Just a year after its release, it became the worlds best selling album, having sold an estimated 66 
million copies. As of August 2018, the song has sold 7.024 million copies in the US. Thriller picked 
up Best Pop Vocal Performance and Best Engineered Recording at the 26th Grammy Award 
Ceremony in 1983 (Jackson won 8 Grammys that night).  

Thriller was written by songwriter Rod Temperton who wanted to create a theatrical song to suit 
Jackson's love of film. It was produced by musical genius and 28 time Grammy winner Quincy 
Jones and engineered by Bruce Swedien. Let’s unravel the production process to see what we can 
learn about this smash hit. 

Recording The Vocals 

Capturing an excellent performance always helps bring the best out in a song. Jackson had an 
approach that would get him in the zone and deliver his best when he was in from of the 
microphone. He never had the lyrics in from of him when he was recording. He’d always make 
sure that he knew every word, and was confident in how he was going to sing every utterance. 
This meant that he was performing the vocals with every last drop of his focus. There was no 
wasted energy in reading or trying to remember a melody. The performance flowed out of him 
effortlessly. 

He’d also spend an hour with his vocal coach warming-up before recording a single word. This 
meant he was at his best when the tape was rolling. 

Swedien and Jones both have a history of synesthesia, which means they visualize colors when 
they hear sounds. This direct connection between audio and visual lead to Swedien keeping the 
lights low when recording helping Jackson focus on his performance and avoid visual stimulation 
from his surroundings. 

Create an environment that brings out the best in your delivery when you’re capturing a 
performance.  
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Transients 

One characteristic of Jackson’s sound is that the transients all sound incredible, and Thriller is no 
exception. It turns out engineer Swedien had a unique approach to dealing with tape that gives 
his mixes an edge over similar productions in that era. He worried that the rhythm section tapes 
would get played over and over, which would minimize the transient response. He’d heard this 
happen on many recordings around that time during the production process. So, he recorded the 
rhythm section on 24-track tape, and he wouldn’t play it again until the final mix, thus retaining 
the punch.  

Swedien’s love and affinity for transients drive his disdain for over-compression and over-limiting. 
He never uses a compressor or limiter on the master bus as he wants to retain the detail in the 
hits. He believes over-compression is the biggest mistake in modern music and believes it sucks 
out all the excitement and color.  

He manages volumes using automation and fader rides. He admits to owning two Universal Audio 
LA2A’s that he uses to tickle the signal, only ever compressing by one or two decibels at the most. 
He doesn’t like what happens to the sound when you compress any further, and that’s an 
approach that he never waivers on. 

Tweaking Until It’s Ready 

The album had a production budget of $750,000 (about $2 million in 2019 adjusting for inflation) 
which meant the team could work through ideas until they were perfect. Thriller began its life as 
‘Starlight’ with the lyrics "Give me some starlight / Starlight sun.” But Jones and the production 
team felt it wasn’t marketable enough. ‘Thriller’ had already been chosen as the album title (from 
a list of over 200 possibilities), so they moved forward working it into the theme.  

After the whole record was finished, the team weren’t entirely happy with the final sound. So they 
re-mixed every song, spending at least a week on each one. Billie Jean was famously mixed 91 
times before they decided to go with mix 2. If you know you’re onto something big, give it 
everything you’ve got until you’re happy with it. It’s essential to have the wisdom here to know 
when a project is ready for the world as you don’t want to end up not releasing it because it’s not 
‘100% perfect’ in your eyes. 
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Stereo Separation 

Thriller is complex, deep, bright, wide, and above all, an impressive mix. The brightness of the 
brass and crispness of the hi-hat is so perfectly balanced with the weight of the synths, organ, and 
mid-range of the bass that they don’t feel even slightly harsh or too sharp. The lack of limiting and 
compression most likely plays a part in keeping the tonal balance in the high-frequencies clean 
rather than gritty.  

The guitar lead in both the left and right channels are mixed quite low in the song. Rather than 
playing the same melody in unison, they play countermelodies and have slightly different tones 
from each other. The different melodies and rhythms make the sound feel wider. As a subtle 
feature of the mix, they enhance the groove and feel of the track without obstructing the main 
melody.  

The bass plays a dominant role in the track and spans a broad range of frequencies. It’s filling the 
mid-channel with a rich sound while the synths, guitars, brass, and BV’s fill the sides of the mix. 
Interestingly, the click of the kick is prominent around the highest frequencies of the bass which 
gives a sense of gluing the kick and bass together from their lowest range to their highest. 

The eerie lead synth is only heard in the right channel, whereas the majority of the other 
instruments are counter-balanced on both sides of the mix. This helps pull it out of the mix while 
not obstructing the vocal or poetry reading towards the end of the arrangement.  
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Technical Details 

The original CD for Thriller has a loudness of -13.9LUFS integrated. Of course, when they released 
the song in the 80’s they weren’t thinking of future-proofing their music for streaming platforms, 
they were simply shooting for the best possible sound. Notice how the short-term loudness never 
goes higher than -10.9LUFS and the Dynamic range is never more compressed than 9.1DR. What 
this shows is an impressive level of controlling the signal without over-compressing the audio. The 
listening experience is consistent and balanced without the need to squash the transients.  

What Did We Learn  

• Create an environment that brings out the best in your delivery when you’re capturing a 
performance. 

• Swedien chose  not to play the tapes over and over, which would minimize the transient 
response. He waited until working on the final mix to maintain the punch. 

• To get the ‘Michael Jackson’ sound, avoid heavy compression and limiting and go for a more 
dynamic and open sound. Use fader rides and automation for volume control. 

• Tweaking a project until it’s world-class can have incredible benefits. It’s essential to have the 
wisdom here to know when a project is ready for the world as you don’t want to end up not 
releasing it because it’s not ‘100% perfect’ in your eyes. 

• Having different and subtle guitar riffs panned far left and right can add some serious width 
and groove to your mix.  
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